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NEWS 3  Too hot for school 
Psych professor tops list 
as hottest professor in 
the country once again. 
 
OPINION 6  Don’t touch that dial
Students share their 
thoughts and critique  
the Emmys.
LIFE 7  Spaghettifest
11th annual DIY local 
music festival takes 
place in Broadway.
SPORTS 9  CAA play awaits
After best team effort, 
JMU heads into first 
conference opponent.
Puppy Party
Puppy pandemonium hit Hillside 
field on Tuesday afternoon. 
University Program Board teamed 
up with the Augusta Regional 
SPCA for the Puppy Party in an 
effort to recruit volunteers and 
find homes for its furry friends. 
The SPCA brought adoptable 
dogs to the event. Last year, the 
Rockingham/Harrisonburg SPCA 
did a similar event, but this is 
the first year the Augusta SPCA 
has visited JMU. The SPCA also 
provided information about its 
affordable spay and neuter clinic 
and the importance of these 
procedures. Within an hour of 
the event’s opening, more than 
700 students had stopped by the 
Puppy Party.
compiled by MIA CIAFFONE
By ABBEY SCHOENECK 
contributing writer
This year’s International Week did 
more than show off the rest of the 
world. It tried to put you there.
JMU’s 16th annual International 
Week featured a photo competition 
that showcased photography empha-
sizing cultures and countries all over 
the globe.
Photographers, made up of JMU 
students, faculty, staff and alumni, 
submitted more than 300 photos for 
consideration in the International 
Week’s photo contest. Each photo had 
to fit the theme “Borders and Bound-
aries,” which displays the diversity of 
the world in five categories: people, 
nature, architecture, sustainability 
and miscellaneous.
“The photo should capture the 
spirit of a place,” Kate Stevens, 
one of International Week’s coor-
dinators and the director of the 
Madis on Ar t  Col le ct ion said.
see CULTURE, page 7
International Week photo contest gives JMU’s world 
travelers a chance to showcase their skills 
Caitlin Shipman won best in show for her picture taken aboard a gondola in Italy. 
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Women breaking 
boundaries
Society of Women Engineers gains speed and 
resources with approved national charter
Students capture
the world 
By ALANA SCHARLOP 
AND KELLY RODEN
The Breeze
After time,  effort and a lot of 
paperwork, the JMU Society of 
Women Engineers has been official-
ly chartered as a part of the national 
organization  this past May. This is a 
long way from the small club SWE 
was back in 2010.
JMU’s charter with the Society of 
Women Engineers has ushered in 
new opportunities and change for 
the organization and its members. 
Heather Watson, associate pro-
fessor  of engineering at JMU and 
faculty adviser for SWE, also explains 
why it is important that women have 
a strong support network within the 
engineering field.
“Everybody’s always in favor of 
having more females in engineer-
ing. The females are just as prepared 
as the men, or even better prepared 
than the men to succeed in engineer-
ing,” Watson said. 
SWE Vice President Genevieve 
D’Antonio’s strong leadership and 
academic merit awarded her a 
nomination for the SWE Future 
Leaders Program. D’Antonio is one 
of only eight SWE future leaders from 
Region E chosen to be apart of the 
program. 
“It’s important to have a strong 
leadership for our chapter because 
it’s so new,” said D’Antonio, a junior 
engineering major.
SWE offers members several 
opportunities including grants, 
scholarships and events that help 
members reach out to the commu-
nity and get others excited about 
engineering. 
Mallory Draeger, senior engineer-
ing major and president of JMU SWE 
explained that women breaking into 
the male dominated field need the 
support system, education, and 
opportunity that this group brings.  
The JMU Engineering department 
is comprised of nine male professors 
and only four female professors, but 
Draeger explained that the female 
staff members are encouraging and 
help to get others involved and stay 
motivated.
Draeger talked about Expanding 
Your Horizons, an event they put 
on to get middle and high school 
girls involved in the engineering 
community. 
“They build candy bridges … and 
test them out with candy bars,” Drae-
ger said. “When they get excited it is 
hard not to be excited too!”
She also said  her experience as 
an engineering major would’ve been 
very different without the support of 
the individuals in the group and the 
opportunities it has presented for her. 
The organization has given women 
a platform to excel despite the sta-
tistics the National Academy of 
Engineering published that less than 
20 percent of college students who 
study engineering are female.
“Once you have this presence 
that says, hey, we’re succeeding in 
engineering,” Watson said. “That’s 
the beacon for inspiring more 
females to join and to join the field 
of engineering.”
The growing chapter has members 
proud to be a part of the engineering 
program despite the low numbers of 
women engineers.
“I like to support diversity in my 
major,” said Bartlett Jones, a junior, 
male engineering major and treasur-
er of SWE. “When I’m in a group of 
all guys, I feel like there’s a part that’s 
missing. Even in the engineering 
field, I don’t want it to be male dom-
inant, because the world has been 
run by males for how long? And it’s 
not gotten us anywhere sometimes.”
CONTACT Alana Scharlop 
and Kelly Roden at 
breezenews@gmail.com
The Harrisonburg Fire Department received a call for a fire in the 1900 block of Sunchase Wednesday.
LAUREN GORDON / THE BREEZE
“The females are just as 
prepared as the men, 
or even better prepared 
than the men to succeed 
in engineering.” 
Heather Watson 
SWE faculty adviser
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By IJ CHAN
The Breeze
Last night at around 6:55 p.m., the Har-
risonburg Fire Department received a call 
about a structure fire in the 1900 block of 
Sunchase Drive, according to Capt. Zeb Lilly 
of the HFD. The fire, he said, was started by 
food burning on a stove. 
 According to Lilly, by the time HFD got to 
the scene, the apartment’s sprinkler system 
had the fire under control.
Five engines and an ambulance from 
HFD responded to the scene. HFD, he 
added, mostly did stabilizing and salvaging 
work. Lilly described the damage as minor 
to moderate and estimates that it will cost 
about $30,000 to repair. 
Most of the damage, he added, was not 
because of the fire but the water from the 
sprinkler system. Three apartments in the 
complex were damaged, and 12 people 
were displaced. Lilly said they will probably 
be unable to return to their apartments for at 
least a few days, but they could be displaced 
for as long as two weeks. 
Christine Morgan, a junior biology major, 
lives in the apartment below the one where 
the fire started. Morgan said she heard a loud 
pop and screams, followed by the fire alarm 
going off. 
“[The owners] came running down 
and started banging on all the doors,” 
see FIRE, page 3
Sunchase fire leaves 12 residents displaced
Three apartments afflicted with thousands of dollars worth of damage after grease fire Wednesday night
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   CHINA
NEWLY OPENED
*Ask about the Chef’s $20 Tasting Special
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ACROSS
1 Ski area helpers
6 Finish line?
10 Equal to the task
14 “Live Free __”:
New Hampshire
motto
15 Some are easily
bruised
16 Sound of
laughter
17 RATS
20 “Friendly skies”
co.
21 Garr of “Mr.
Mom”
22 “My place or
__?”
23 SHUCKS
27 Unspecified
amount
28 One of the
Seven Sisters
schools
32 Joe’s sister in
TV’s “Under the
Dome”
35 Salinger girl
38 Soccer shout
39 DARN
43 Goat quote
44 Hurdle for a
storied cow
45 Offers thanks, in
a way
46 Decides one will
49 Itinerary word
50 SHOOT
57 Setting for
“Beasts of the
Southern Wild”
60 Cloudburst, e.g.
61 Seasonal drink
62 FUDGE
66 Item on a
“honey-do” list
67 Time fraction:
Abbr.
68 “Bad, Bad Leroy
Brown” singer
69 Computerized
city people
70 Former
“Entertainment
Tonight” co-
anchor
71 Ecclesiastical
council
DOWN
1 Replenish a pint
of ale, say
2 Thorny shrub
3 Jane Eyre’s
charge
4 Free
5 When sch. often
starts
6 Plains home
7 Golden __:
seniors
8 Classical Greek
style
9 Stubborn one
10 They have
strings attached
11 Boyfriend
12 Animal shelter
13 Under-the-sink
joints
18 Modest
acknowledgment
of praise
19 Banks in fashion
24 Bill stamp
25 From the top
26 Hot spot
29 Pop
30 Compatriot
31 Roger who
played Lord
Marbury on “The
West Wing”
32 BBs, e.g.
33 Spring tide
counterpart
34 Hard-to-see pest
35 WWII command
36 “Dexter” network,
in listings
37 Word with best or
common
40 “Don’t worry
about me”
41 Huge production
42 Logician’s “E,”
perhaps
47 Has to sell
48 Bullish
beginning?
49 Chianti, in
Chianti
51 Wipe out
52 “Eight Is Enough”
actor Willie
53 Sound quality
54 Workers’ backer
55 “But wait! There’s
more!” company
56 Vandalized,
Halloween-style
57 Comedy routines
58 Healthy berry
59 Cowpoke’s polite
assent
63 Tolkien’s talking
tree
64 IBM hardware
65 Ask too many
questions
Wednesday’s Puzzle Solved
By Marti DuGuay-Carpenter 9/26/13
(c)2013 Tribune Content Agency, LLC 9/26/13
press play
UPB brought out the Augusta SPCA for a Puppy Party on the Hillside 
field on Tuesday. Find out why they came and how it helps the dogs. 
Watch at breezejmu.org/multimedia. 
‘‘  The BuzzDiscuss this week’s burning topics with us! Send us your responses @TheBreezeJMU or on our Facebook.
 The people
Karlyn Williams | via Facebook
 E-hall !
Tony O. | @tony24me
 2 words: buffalo mash.
Sarah Berlinger | via Facebook
#JMU has jumped to No. 2 in #food rankings. 
What makes our school better than the others?
 @TheBreezeJMU they have me
Nicholas Barrett | @such_a_minaj
As Ted Cruz ends 
protest, Senate 
votes 100-0 to 
take up budget bill
WASHINGTON — After a marathon 
day and night of talking, the Senate 
moved Wednesday toward a budget 
plan that would keep the government 
open past a Monday night deadline 
while maintaining funding for the new 
health care law.
The final vote by the Democratic-run 
Senate should come no later than Sun-
day, which then would send the plan 
back to the Republican-ruled House of 
Representatives. The House would have 
to decide whether to agree to keep the 
government and Obamacare running 
at least for a few months or shut down 
parts of the government to try to force 
Democrats to accept some diminution 
of the Affordable Care Act.
The move toward Senate approval 
of a short-term status quo spending 
plan came after Sen. Ted Cruz, R-Tex-
as, sat down at noon EDT Wednesday, 
ending a 21-hour, 19-minute talkathon 
that protested continued funding of the 
health care law. Despite his efforts, the 
Senate voted 100-0 to move ahead with 
debate on the budget plan.
Cruz and his allies might have other 
opportunities for protests this week, but 
few Democrats or Republicans were 
eager to see them. “We could finish 
this bill in a matter of hours,” said Sen-
ate Majority Leader Harry Reid, D-Nev. 
“But instead we find ourselves being 
pushed closer and closer to another 
shutdown.”
Veteran Republicans also derided 
Cruz’s tactics.
“I know how this ends,” Sen. John 
McCain, R-Ariz., said of efforts to shut 
down the government. Like many 
Republicans in power, McCain thinks 
that voters would blame incumbents, 
especially Republicans, for a shutdown.
If Congress can’t agree on a bud-
get plan by the start of the new fiscal 
year, on Oct. 1, parts of the government 
will begin closing. The House passed 
legislation Friday to keep the govern-
ment running through Dec. 15, but it 
also defunds Obamacare. The Senate 
is expected by Sunday to pass a short-
term plan that finances the government 
but includes money for the health care 
law, setting up a showdown with the 
House.
The extended debate appeared to 
do little other than anoint Cruz as a 
champion of the grass-roots conser-
vative tea party movement. There was 
irony in the final vote. Though Cruz 
tried to filibuster, he and his back-
ers voted to cut off debate and move 
ahead on the bill.
Putin defends   
seizure of Green-
peace ship
MOSCOW — Russian President Vlad-
imir Putin on Wednesday defended last 
week’s seizure of a Greenpeace ship but 
appeared to suggest that the 30 activists 
and crew taken into custody should not 
face charges of piracy.
Russian coast guard troops seized the 
Arctic Sunrise, a Greenpeace ice-break-
er, in a dramatic commando operation 
in the Barents Sea on Thursday, the day 
after a multinational group of activists 
attempted to raise a protest banner on 
a Russian oil drilling platform.
“It is quite obvious that they are not 
pirates, but formally (speaking) they 
attempted to capture the platform,” 
Putin said at an international confer-
ence on the development of the Arctic in 
the northern Russian city of Salekhard.
He said the Russian coast guard did 
not know who was “trying to capture 
this platform under the guise of the 
Greenpeace group” and maintained 
that the activists had violated interna-
tional law.
The coast guard towed the ship to 
Kola Bay, about six miles from the 
northern Russian port city of Murmansk 
where the activists and crew were inter-
rogated Wednesday.
Computer glitch 
delays Obamacare 
insurance exchange
WASHINGTON — In an unexpected 
setback, officials at the District of Colum-
bia’s health insurance marketplace 
announced Wednesday that a computer 
glitch won’t allow consumers to get their 
federal tax credits that are key to help-
ing them buy health coverage on Oct. 1 
when the marketplace officially opens 
for business.
The same problem will keep residents 
in the nation’s capital from enrolling 
electronically in the Medicaid program, 
said D.C. marketplace spokesman Rich-
ard Soriano. Workers will instead enroll 
Medicaid applicants manually on Oct. 1 
without delay.
But low- and middle-income people 
hoping to purchase private individual 
coverage on the marketplace will have to 
wait until at least Nov. 1 to see if they’re 
eligible for tax credits to offset the cost 
of newly mandated coverage under the 
Affordable Care Act.
An estimated 7 million people nation-
wide are expected to enroll for coverage 
through marketplaces between Oct. 1 
and March 31, 2014.
Monday’s puzzle solved
Compiled from McClatchy-Tribune 
wire services
By Jon Marcus
The Hechinger Report
President Barack Obama wants 
Washington to grade colleges and 
universities based on their costs 
and success rates, but some people 
are already way ahead of him.
At a time when students and 
their families are demanding to 
know what they’re getting for their 
mounting investments in higher 
education, several foundations and 
research centers already are work-
ing on new ways to show them.
Some schools’ reasoning that it’s 
better to come up with their own 
ratings than have them imposed 
by someone else are even quietly 
developing new ways to gauge what 
graduates learn and earn, though 
many remain reluctant so far to 
make the results public.
“One thing everyone seems to 
agree on is that we should have 
a good way for people to choose 
where to go to college,” said Zakiya 
Smith, strategy director at the Lumi-
na Foundation, a private group that 
promotes higher education.
The foundation is offering 
$10,000 in a crowd-sourced com-
petition to come up with the best 
way to make more user-friendly 
a White House website called the 
College Scorecard.
Obama has proposed that the 
government publicly rate colleges 
and universities by 2015, based on 
average student debt, graduation 
rates, graduates’ earnings and other 
barometers.
“The answers will help par-
ents and students figure out how 
much value a college truly offers,” 
the president said in a speech last 
month at the University of Buffalo.
That’s information consum-
ers  increasingly  wa nt.  In  a 
survey released in January by Hart 
Research Associates, 84 percent 
supported the idea of making col-
leges disclose information about 
graduation and job-placement and 
loan-repayment rates.
“People are looking at, ‘Where 
do we get the biggest bang for our 
buck?’” said Terrell Halaska, a part-
ner at HCM Strategies, a higher 
education consulting firm. “They’re 
desperately looking for high-quality 
consumer information. They don’t 
know where to turn. There are 1,000 
different ranking systems out there.”
Universities are skeptical that the 
government should add yet another 
one. But some are privately working 
on their own ratings systems.
With money from the Bill & 
Melinda Gates Foundation, 18 
higher education institutions have 
been at work on something called 
the Voluntary Institutional Metrics 
Project. Coordinated by HCM, it 
would provide college-by-college 
comparisons of cost, dropout and 
graduation rates, post-graduate 
employment, student debt and 
loan defaults, and how much peo-
ple learn.
But after two years, the group 
still hasn’t figured out how to mea-
sure what is, after all, the principal 
purpose of institutions of higher 
education: Whether the people who 
go to them actually learn anything, 
and, if so, how much?
The many existing private-
ly produced rankings, including 
the dominant U.S. News & World 
Report annual “Best Colleges” 
guide, have historically rewarded 
universities based on the quality of 
the students who select them, and 
what those students know when 
they arrive on campus  based on 
their SAT scores, class rank and 
grade-point averages rather than 
what they learn once they get there.
U.S. News has been gradually 
shifting toward incorporating in its 
rankings such “outputs” as gradua-
tion rates, the publisher says.
Still, the most popular rank-
ings “have been almost completely 
silent on teaching and learning,” 
said Alexander McCormick, direc-
tor of the National Survey of Student 
Engagement, another attempt by 
universities to measure their own 
effectiveness.
And that, he said, is “like rating the 
success of hospitals by looking only 
at the health of their patients when 
they arrive.”
The National Survey of Student 
Engagement, which is based at the 
Indiana University School of Educa-
tion, seeks to change that calculation. 
Each spring, it surveys freshmen and 
seniors at as many as 770 participat-
ing universities and colleges about 
their classroom experiences, how 
much they interact with faculty and 
classmates, whether their courses 
were challenging, and how much 
they think they’ve learned.
But the project also spotlights 
a big problem with potentially 
valuable ratings collected by the 
institutions themselves: The schools 
are often unwilling to make them 
public.
By Grace Jordan 
contributing writer
JMU psychology professor David Daniel 
was named Hottest Professor for the second 
year in a row.
For Daniel, being voted the nation’s hot-
test professor came as no surprise. Being a 
hot professor has been inevitable from the 
start.
“I realized it was destiny around 15 months 
old,” Daniel said. “But it wasn’t until around 
about 7, when I was able to compare myself 
to other kids at school, that I realized my 
superiority.” 
Daniel has been voted the nation’s hottest 
professor for the second consecutive year by 
mtvU’s RateMyProfessor.com. The website 
consists entirely of student-submitted con-
tent, rating professors across the United 
States, Canada and the United Kingdom 
on helpfulness, clarity, easiness and, most 
importantly, hotness. JMU was also includ-
ed in RateMyProfessor’s annual list of the 
Top 25 Universities. Universities are judged 
on their ratings as a university as a whole as 
well as the compiled scores of their profes-
sors. JMU stands at No. 12 on the list, with 
Duke, Vanderbilt and Penn State claiming 
the top three. 
Besides the ranking of hottest professor, 
Daniel holds a 4.7 out of 5 in RateMyProfes-
sor’s Overall Quality category. Some student 
comments praise Daniel’s engaging teach-
ing style and passion for class material.
“Best professor I’ve had at JMU,” wrote 
one reviewer. “He makes the course so 
much fun, he is insanely hilarious, wears 
funny t-shirts to match the subject matter 
of that class.”
Another student reviewer keeps it simple: 
“This man … is legendary.”
Daniel teaches GPSYC 101 and 160, 
the introductory psychology courses that 
most students take as part of their GenEd 
requirements. 
“I teach GenEd because I like GenEd,” 
Daniel said. “I like the different student per-
spectives and try to connect it to other majors 
and jobs. I also like helping freshmen learn 
how to be successful in college.”
Students find Daniel’s laid back approach 
to teaching memorable.
“I wanted to go to class because he 
always played music in the beginning,” said 
Sean’e Warren, a junior psychology major. 
“He’s basically a comedian, so he made the 
info entertaining and easy to understand.”
For those who take it as their only psy-
chology class often take away lessons and 
knowledge for other uses and majors.
“I psychoanalyze everything after tak-
ing his class,” said junior business major 
Nick Saunders. “I remember psychology 
concepts and terms in reference to ‘Family 
Guy’ and other pop culture phenomena.”
Besides his personality and applica-
tion of the class material to connect with 
students’ interests, Daniel has other theo-
ries on how his hotness ratings have risen 
exponentially in the last two years.
“I have gained considerable weight 
since coming to JMU to make sure the stu-
dents in the back row can see me,” Daniel 
said. “So I think it is the students in the 
back of the class who are voting most of 
the time.”
Daniel hopes that this most recent award 
will allow him to appear as a guest on Com-
edy Central’s satire show “The Colbert 
Report.” If all goes according to plan, Dan-
iel hopes Colbert will offer him a guest spot 
by next year.
“The first year is just so Colbert recogniz-
es, ‘Hey, this guy is hot,’” Daniel said. “The 
second year is the denial stage. By the third 
year, he will have to give in and have me on 
his show.” 
 Although being a hot professor is Dan-
iel’s primary vehicle for getting on the 
“Colbert Report,” it is a rewarding day job 
in his wait for fame.
“It is the student’s job to learn and 
my job to make that possible,” Daniel 
said. “It is collaboration. If we can have 
a good time while doing it, why not?” 
conTacT Grace Jordan at 
jordange@dukes.jmu.edu.
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Hot for teacher
Psychology professor David Daniel named hottest professor in the nation
Obama questions current ranking system
President wants to rank colleges on costs and success rates
News to go 
download our app at breezejmu.org/mobileapp.
“the first year is 
just so Colbert 
recognizes, ‘Hey, 
this guy is hot.’ 
the second year is 
the denial stage. 
By the third year, 
he will have to 
give in and have 
me on his show.” 
david daniel
psychology professor
Courtesy of MCt CaMPus
Harrisonburg Police are still inves-
tigating a car accident that left a police 
cruiser wrecked near the Forbes Cen-
ter for the Performing Arts.
Tuesday at around 1:30 p.m., an 
HPD officer began pursuing a vehicle 
on South Main Street and hit a tree. 
One other car, an SUV was involved 
in the accident but sustained minor 
damage. 
Shortly after the accident, Charles 
Richard Rose, 45, of Mount Craw-
ford, Va., was taken into custody by 
the Rockingham County Sheriff ’s 
Office in the 1400 block of South Main 
Street.
No injuries were reported from the 
accident. 
Police have charged Rose with 
eluding the police. He’s also been 
charged with driving with a sus-
pended license and driving under 
the influence. 
The southbound lanes of South 
Main Street between Grace Street 
and Bluestone Drive were closed for 
about three hours after the accident. 
HPD’s Accident Reconstruction 
Team is currently investigating the 
circumstances around the crash, 
including the reason for the original 
pursuit. HPD is asking anyone who 
witnessed the accident or the situa-
tion leading up to it to contact them 
at 540-434-4436.
-staff report 
from front
said Morgan’s roommate, Hanna Mar-
ple, a junior mathematics major. 
Morgan, Marple and their third 
roommate, junior graphic design 
major Megan Herron, ran outside 
immediately. 
“It was scary,” Morgan said. “At first, 
I didn’t even know there was a fire — I 
didn’t know what was going on. I hear 
all these screams, so I went and locked 
the door. I thought there was a rapist 
in the building or something — these 
screams were really bad.” 
Morgan, Marple and Herron were 
among the 50 to 60 people standing 
outside the building watching first 
responders go in and out of the build-
ing. At about 7:30 p.m., residents were 
allowed back inside the building. 
“We can’t smell the fire, so we 
couldn’t tell,” Herron said. “I think it 
all happened so fast.”
The owners of the apartment 
declined to comment on the incident.
conTacT IJ Chan at 
breezenews@gmail.com.
fire | ‘It all 
happened so 
fast.’ 
President Obama proposed that the government publicly rate colleges and universities by 2015 based on debt, graduation 
rates, graduates’ earnings post college and other factors. He said the ratings will help college students and their parents.  
Police 
look into
crash
South Main Street 
closed briefly, suspect 
charged with eluding 
police, DUI
Courtesy of HPD
Charles Richard Rose, 45, of Mount 
Crawford, led police on a chase down 
South Main Street Tuesday afternoon. 
Police were able to put him in custody 
shortly afterward. 
Fear Forest & Fear Crops
where only the trees can hear you 
$17 for both events 
or $10 per eventVisit: 
Fear Forest- A four tenths of a mile 
walking haunted woods trail
Fear Crops- an interavtive haunted hay 
wagon ride where you shoot zombies and 
they shoot back
Directions from JMU:
-Go east on port republic
-Take a left onto 276
-Take the first right on 
Oak Shade Road
fearforest.net
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  Platinum 0.45cts.Princess Cut Diamond Ring
Center Diamond GIA Certified 0.31cts D VVS1
       
“Where JMU buys their diamonds”
JAMES MCHONE JEWLERY
*All of  our diamonds are graded by an on staff  GIA Diamond Graduate
Visit us at 75 S. Court Square Harrisonburg or www.mchonejewelry.com
This Week $1400
INDIAN AMERICAN CAFE
(540) 433 - 1177
Specializing in 
Non- Vegetarian/ Vegetarian 
Indian Cuisine
91 N. Main St., Harrisonburg, VA
Serving the area since 1993
Showalter’s
Lower group rates!
?????????
Join us for our season opening
August 31st
Fall festivals and family events
Visit us at
2124 North River Rd.
Mount Solon, VA 22843
540.290.9740 showalterscornmaze.com
through November 2nd
the ONLY club in the area...
just 35 minutes away!
Gentleman’s Club
Matthias, WV 304.897.8200 paradisecitygentlemensclub.com
815 East Market Street, Harrisonburg, Va 22801  / 540.433.0961
L’ltalia
RESTAURANT & BAR
oldest restaurant in town!
only $49 per couple
Includes:
-4 course meal
-bottle of wine
-house salad
-appetizer
-dessert
Date Night
October 3rd & 
November 7th
Homemade  Italian food since 1985.
*across from sheetz http://litalia-restaurant.com/
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Make a change
Write for opinion. Email breezeopinion@gmail.com.
The Breeze welcomes and encourages readers to voice their opinions 
through letters and guest columns. Letters must be no longer than 250 
words. guest columns must be no more than 650 words.
The Breeze reserves the right to edit submissions for length, grammar and 
if material is libelous, factually inaccurate or unclear. The Breeze assumes 
the rights to any published work. Opinions expressed in this page, with the 
exception of editorials, are not necessarily those of The Breeze or its staff.
Letters and guest columns should be submitted in print or via e-mail 
and must include name, phone number, major/year if author is a current 
student (or year of graduation), professional title (if applicable) and place 
of residence if author is not a JMU student.
editorial
Policies
The Breeze
MSC 6805 G1
Anthony-Seeger Hall
 Harrisonburg, VA 22807
breezeopinion@gmail.com
“To the press alone, chequered as it is with abuses, the world is 
indebted for all the triumphs which have been gained by reason 
and humanity over error and oppression.” 
— james madison, 1800
Serving James Madison University Since 1922
ediTOr-in-chief . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Sean caSSidy
Managing ediTOr . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . anne eLSea
neWS ediTOr . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . iJ chan
neWS ediTOr . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .eLizaBeTh dSUrney
neWS ediTOr . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . aLana ScharLOP
OPiniOn ediTOr . . . . . . . . . . . . . . JeSSica WiLLiaMS
Life ediTOr . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Mary kaTe WhiTe
Life ediTOr . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . naTaLie JOhnSOn
SPOrTS ediTOr . . . . . . . . . . . . . . hayLey ThOMPSOn
SPOrTS ediTOr . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . Wayne ePPS Jr.
cOPy ediTOr . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . kOrTney frederick
cOPy ediTOr . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . dyLan garner
PhOTO ediTOr . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  LaUren gOrdOn
PhOTO ediTOr. . . . . . . . . .  MaTT SchMachTenBerg
deSign ediTOr . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  aLi WiLLiaMS
graPhicS ediTOr . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . JiLLian PaUL 
OnLine ediTOr . . . . . . . . . . heaTher BUTTerWOrTh
videO ediTOr . . . . . . . . . . . . . . BradfOrd aMBrOSe
Now Leasing
2014-2015
 
1.540.908.2812
NORTH38APTS.COM
1190 Meridian Circle
Harrisonburg, VA
• All utilities provided
• By the bedroom leases
• Convenient Harrisonburg Transit  
    Service
• Designated quiet buildings
• 24-hour access to the Clubhouse
• Resort style pool and hot tub
• Private study rooms & computer       
    lounge
• Furnished apartments with        
    leather sofas
• 32” LCD flat pannel TVs
• Cable TV with HBO
• Free tanning beds
• Pet walk (pet friendly!)
• Car care facility
• State of the art fitness center
• Excellent customer service
• Energy star certified
Nôrth 38
DON’T FIGHT THE TRAFFIC 
ON PORT REPUBLIC 
$490
Generous $75.00 cap on electricity
More money in your pocket!!
 
A “thanks-for-making-my-
night-better” pat to the woman 
who joked around with me in Top 
Dog on Sunday night when I really 
needed a smile.
From the woman who was crying 
in her car 10 minutes before.        
 A “don’t-judge-me” dart to the 
cashier who commented on the 
fact that I double punched for eight 
candy bars.
From a student whose little sisters 
are visiting and love candy.
 A “crisp-cool-morning” pat to 
fall for finally kicking summer out.
From a tranquil senior.
 A “you-rock-us-in-the-press-
box” pat to all the awesome fans 
in Bridgeforth Stadium who make 
noise when we ask for it.
From the people who literally feel 
your enthusiasm.
 A “Friday-fun-day” pat to 
MAD4U for hosting free events on 
the Festival lawn each Friday night.
From a student who’s happy to 
have a safe, on-campus event to go 
to.
 A “perfect-timing” pat to  
Harrisonburg for the spontaneous  
 
fireworks show over Devon Lane 
a few weeks ago.
From the reflective and 
sentimental senior who still gets 
her breath taken away from this 
beautiful and magical place.
 A “you’re-as-sweet-as-the-
cake-pops” pat to Jenny in 
Carrier Library’s Starbucks for 
going above and beyond to make 
sure a customer was satisfied 
based on an order mix-up of 
dietary needs.
From the girl sitting next to 
that customer who witnessed your 
genuine heart and generosity 
and hopes you know that you are 
appreciated.
  A “you-make-my-smooth-
roast-extra-cream-and-
sugar-dreams-come-true” pat 
to the woman who works in the 
Festival Java City.
From a student whose day is 
always made brighter by your 
friendly smile.
 A “girl-i-gotchu” pat to the 
woman who apologized over and 
over for following me to my car in 
the Festival lot.
From a student who has felt 
the sting of not being able to find 
a parking space and was happy 
to help. 
darts & Pats are anonymously submitted and printed on a space-available basis.
Submissions creatively depict a given situation, person or event and do not necessarily reflect the truth.
Submit darts & Pats at breezejmu.org
The old version of the Hippocratic 
oath says, “I will do no harm or 
injustice to them. I will not give a 
lethal drug to anyone if I am asked, 
nor will I advise such a plan.”
Kristen Baker raises a crucial 
question in her Sept. 23 article, 
“Putting an end to the suffering”: 
What is the government’s 
responsibility concerning physician-
assisted suicide? Sadly, the only 
voice given to Christians was a 
partial answer from FaithFacts. 
I wish to give a Christian’s full 
response.
Baker and I share common 
ground. Questions of morality (the 
government being “unjust” in her 
words) and legitimate authority 
(“what gives lawmakers the power 
to decide,” a question she rightfully 
poses) serve as the starting point 
for both of us. I explicitly present 
these two standards as the basis 
for answering the question: What 
should be done? The two standards 
are 1. Is the action right or wrong; 
and 2. Does that action fall under 
the agent’s authority?
First, in regards to right or wrong 
action: Is it morally right to “play 
God” in prolonging life or to “ease 
somebody’s suffering” via PAS? Here 
the debate between sustaining life 
and taking it away comes into play. 
I disagree with Baker’s premise that 
both cases are morally equivalent. 
They are not. That is why a warlord’s 
violence is lamentable while a new 
wing added to the hospital is laudable 
— because life is morally superior to 
death. To “play God” by providing a 
transplant or using a ventilator is not 
the same as removing the ventilator 
or purposefully overdosing a patient 
with painkillers.  Can we honestly say 
that these actions are equivalent?
Second, responding to the 
standard of agent’s authority: 
Who is the agent, and what are the 
boundaries? Though Baker admirably 
points out that the government has 
limited power over an individual’s 
own life, the focus of the article deals 
with doctors’ conduct (not patients). 
We cannot justly assume the same 
conclusion after adding another 
dimension to the scenario.
The government has a 
responsibility to protect individuals 
from outside violation and not 
themselves. Baker rightly stresses 
that governments do not and 
should not be the ultimate authority 
of the individual as individuals 
relate to themselves.
However, with the doctor’s 
entry, we are no longer dealing 
with only the individual. Here, 
the government must be careful 
to avoid destruction of life at the 
hands of another. That is its duty. 
Did we not already say that life is 
morally superior to death? But the 
government’s prerogative is clear in 
this regard. Perhaps it is the doctor’s 
duty that we must examine.
Aristotle wrote of four causes for 
all objects, including humans. The 
final cause (the purpose or duty of 
an object) determines the justness 
or rightness of the object itself. 
What is the final cause of doctors? 
Based upon the past and our 
current understanding of doctors, 
it seems that health care provider 
and healer is a good summary. The 
authority and purpose of the doctor 
is to improve the body and person, 
not to diminish or destroy it. That 
is why risky procedure, wrongful 
death and intentional harm are so 
antithetical to a doctor’s nature and 
are rightly punished by law. What is 
at stake here, if we affirm PAS, is a 
change in nature — a redrawing of 
the line.
The justification behind PAS 
entails legitimate concerns. 
However, these legitimate 
concerns do not make death 
morally equivalent (nor superior) 
to the sustaining of life through 
medical technology. In regards 
to authority, there is a sense in 
which government lacks proper 
authority to prevent the suicide of 
an individual. Yet, moving beyond 
the realm of the individual and 
into doctor-patient relations, there 
are two concerns: the doctor as 
he relates to the patient, and the 
government governing between 
doctor and patient. As it stands, the 
doctor has a duty to treat the patient 
well. It takes a change of nature to 
say that the doctor should end life.
Furthermore, the government 
is established so that it can govern 
between how the doctor and patient 
interact (both are the citizens of that 
nation). Until ending life becomes 
morally equivalent to prolonging it, 
and the nature of a government and 
doctor’s role fundamentally change, 
I must ultimately disagree with 
Baker’s conclusion.
Matthew Silver is a 2013 graduate 
of JMU with a BA in political 
science and philosophy. Contact 
Matthew at silvermp@dukes.jmu.
Doctors should ‘do no harm’ 
Assisted suicide violates rights, forces modern medicine to go against principles
matthEW SilvEr |  contributing columnist
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amenities are subject to change.
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Put down the remote: Emmys are worth watching
As far as pop culture is 
concerned, we take our celebrities 
— and, therefore, our television 
shows — very seriously.  So 
what better way to show our 
appreciation than with an awards 
show that celebrates television 
programs for being enticing, 
engaging, suspenseful and just 
plain enjoyable? The Emmys are an 
important and entertaining part of 
our culture, but the problem is they 
aren’t very diverse. 
 Now, when people see the word 
“diverse,” they automatically think I 
am referring to race.  And while that 
is applicable to the conundrum of 
the Emmys, that’s not the only way 
in which this awards show is less 
than diverse. The other definition 
refers to the programs the Emmys 
were made to showcase. The 
Emmys were created as a way of 
celebrating creative and inventive 
television shows, but are they still 
celebrating originality when the 
same shows are nominated year 
after year?
 First, let’s examine the problem 
regarding the commonly known 
definition of diversity. Aside from 
Kerry Washington (“Scandal”), 
Sofia Vergara (“Modern Family”) 
and Don Cheadle (“House of 
Lies”), hardly any minorities 
were nominated.  For the record, 
none of the previously nominated 
thespians won either.   It should be 
noted that although seven of the 
hosts for the Emmys are members 
of a minority, that number is 
only seven, and there have been 
66 Emmy Awards. In a society 
that has made enormous strides 
when it comes to equality, I find 
it appalling that we haven’t been 
able to become entirely inclusive 
even in our entertainment 
industry.
 The second issue regarding 
diversity concerns the type 
of shows that are nominated.  
Although in the past year or so I’ve 
seen newer shows start to force 
their way onto the scene (“Girls,” 
“Game of Thrones,” “House of 
Cards”), the Emmys are dominated 
by returning shows, where the 
actors, directors, writers and 
crew are nominated for the same 
categories. 
 Therefore the same people 
and shows often win year after 
year, and it is very rare to see an 
upset.  This applies to shows such 
as “Mad Men,” “Downton Abbey,” 
“Modern Family,”  “30 Rock,” 
“Veep” and (of course) “Breaking 
Bad.” 
 Furthermore, there are some 
shows that have been completely 
overlooked (Why hasn’t “The 
Walking Dead” been nominated 
yet?).  With an abundance of new 
shows each season, it should be 
easy to find a few to shake up the 
bunch.  And although many critics 
would argue that the credibility 
and creativity of recent TV shows 
have decreased greatly, there are 
always a few shows that stand out, 
and — sometimes — outshine 
veteran programs.  Yet they are 
completely ignored as popularity 
and veteran status have become the 
norm when selecting shows to be 
nominated.
 As of now, the future of the Emmys 
looks dim.  Will an audience honestly 
want to watch the same shows 
and people winning in the same 
categories year after year?  Sure, as 
old series end, new ones will have 
the opportunity to make their mark, 
but as we’ve seen with the inclusion 
of “30 Rock” among this year’s 
nominees, old favorites will always be 
present. 
 It doesn’t seem as though minority 
actors will be able to make their mark 
in an industry that continues to favor 
the norm.  For me, the Emmys won’t 
be worth watching until “The Walking 
Dead” is nominated, or amazingly 
talented actresses like Kerry 
Washington are finally recognized.
Briana Ellison is a freshman 
media arts and design-declared 
major. Contact Briana at ellisobr@
dukes.jmu.edu. 
Never gonna give you up: Emmys are here to stay 
COrey TIerNey |  contributing columnist 
Waiting for change: Awards show is less than diverse 
BrIaNa ellIsON |  contributing columnist 
After winning for outstanding 
lead actor in a miniseries or 
movie, Michael Douglas quoted 
his character in “Behind the 
Candelabra,” saying, “Too much of 
a good thing is a wonderful thing.” 
Some critics disagree, calling for 
the Academy of Television Arts and 
Sciences to completely cancel the 
show, but I agree with Douglas: The 
Emmys are important, and they’re 
here to stay.  
The first fault with critics of the 
Emmys is that they are quick to 
judge a book by its cover. I would 
agree that there were one too many 
dance numbers in this year’s show 
(Neil Patrick Harris, it might be 
time for a break), but if the director 
decides to turn it into a theater 
production, that doesn’t strip the 
show of its legitimacy.
 Atlantic Magazine, which recently 
published an article revisiting 
an idea of telecommunications 
scholar Stuart W. Hyde, asserted 
that deeming someone a “winner” 
takes away the merit of the “losers” 
and creates unneeded competition. 
I couldn’t help but think of little 
league baseball, where everyone 
wins, and leaves with a trophy and a 
slice of pizza.
As much as Hyde might disagree, 
Americans feed off competition. In 
the shark tank that is Hollywood, 
people want a single winner. Actors, 
directors and writers galore want to 
be recognized for breaking into the 
business and the work they have 
accomplished.
 Plus, the Emmys today are 
not the Emmys of 10 years ago. 
These awards don’t just celebrate 
talent, but also the progression 
of technology in television. This 
was Netflix’s inaugural year at the 
Emmys, and while it only won three 
awards (all for “House of Cards”), 
it proved its worth. The idea of an 
online streaming service being a 
contender in the primetime circuit is 
nothing short of revolutionary.
Award shows, in general, reflect 
how our culture is changing. To get 
rid of any of them would be getting 
rid of something essential to the 
progression of entertainment. The 
Emmys inspire people to think 
creatively and outside of the box. 
Without them, innovative television 
like “The Office” might never have 
been created. 
Keeping the Emmys around will 
provide a chance for them to keep 
proving why television is important, 
and regardless of the musical 
numbers or chirping crickets, it has 
managed to do that in the past — 
and I know it will in the future. 
Corey Tierney is a junior media 
arts and design major. Contact 
Corey at tiernecm@dukes.jmu.
from front
Most photos were shot in Western European countries, includ-
ing Italy, Spain, France and England. However, a considerable 
number of photos were taken in third-world nations like Ghana 
and Kenya.
Judges ranging from anthropologists and art historians to media 
arts and design students deliberated for weeks to choose winners 
and used a point-value system. Points were assigned based on 
the photo’s composition, image clarity and exceptionality within 
its category.
The International Week events coordinators were particularly 
excited about how “Borders and Boundaries” applied to the scope 
of the photo contest, especially the 10-year-old contest’s brand 
new sustainability category.
“The topic of sustainability doesn’t focus on one specific thing; 
it’s a big range of things,” Stevens said.
The winner in the sustainability category was psychology assess-
ment and measurement graduate student, Mandalyn Swanson, 
who submitted a picture of a building and bikes from her trip to 
Sweden. 
“I was impressed with Sweden’s take on sustainability,” Swan-
son said. “The people bike everywhere instead of driving and they 
have a special system so they can recycle everything.”
The winner of the miscellaneous category and recipient of the 
best in show honor was junior integrated science and technology 
major, Caitlin Shipman, for her photo of a gondola ride in Venice, 
Italy. She traveled to Florence with the JMU Honors Program to 
study art, culture and politics of the Medici dynasty, and took a day 
trip to Venice to explore more of Italy. She described the gondola 
ride as “an exciting way to learn.”
“I have always been taking photos,” Shipman said. “This was my 
first time ever submitting a photo for a contest though.”
There was a wide variety of striking photos on display at the 
Prism Gallery, including a medical house visit to an elderly woman 
in Kenya, a village in Morocco, the famed “John Lennon Wall” in 
Prague and breathtaking landscapes of nations everywhere. First, 
second and third place winners, along with honorable mentions, 
received ribbons and will have their photos on display in the gal-
lery until the end of October.
“It’s saying, ‘Let’s go beyond the borders into all different 
countries,’” Thomas Lavenir, the assistant director of internation-
al student and scholar services and one of International Week’s 
coordinators, said.
Although the photo contest is done, there are still many Interna-
tional Week events to attend. The Study Abroad Fair, from 11 a.m. 
to 3 p.m. in Festival’s Grand Ballroom today. There’s also the World 
Cup Soccer Tournament on Friday with teams made up of JMU 
students and Harrisonburg’s Annual International Festival on Sat-
urday, both of which will celebrate the community’s rich diversity. 
CONTACT Abbey Schoeneck at schoenal@dukes.jmu.edu.
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CULTURE | ‘Let’s go beyond the borders and into all different countries’
CAPTURING CULTURE
Slideshow of International Week’s photo winners at breezejmu.org.
COURTESY OF NICOLE HERUTH
Nicole Heruth’s photo of a doctor treating an elderly woman during a medical house visit in Kenya won first place in the “people” category. 
Heruth’s photo, along with other winning photos from the contest, will be on display in the Prism Gallery until the end of October.
JILLIAN PAUL / THE BREEZE
By JOANNA MORELLI
The Breeze
If you’re looking to indulge in the fall foliage and 
get a little funky, this weekend is your chance. Spa-
ghettifest is back for its 11th year of production, 
featuring a vast range of bands from the East Coast.
Mickey Glago, part-time professor for the School 
of Music and manager and director of Spaghettifest, 
said the general theme of the festival is based on the 
heavy-metal mockumentary, “This is Spinal Tap.” 
Glago explained that since the festival is in its 11th 
year, Spaghettifest’s theme this year would be based 
on the movie character Nigel Tufnel’s infamous 
boasting that his amplifiers are louder than all oth-
ers: “These go up to 11.”
Each year, the festival shares its 
profits with different causes, and this 
year’s proceeds will benefit the Smash-
ing Walnuts Foundation, dedicated to 
fighting childhood cancer.
“If we don’t bring in a lot of money 
one year for a certain benefit, we keep 
donating to the same one in future 
years; we try to help the community 
level and further,” Glago said.
Glago’s experiences at JMU inspired 
him to plan the first Spaghettifest.
“I used to visit a park named Nat-
ural Chimneys and told myself, after 
having done parties with bands and seen festivals, 
that I would hold a festival of my own,” Glago said. 
“I wanted a way to have all my friends come to one 
big event, so all of our friends could come back every 
year and made this a tradition. It became a final proj-
ect for my music industry major at JMU.”
It wasn’t long before the idea quickly expanded 
and flourished; what began as a festival featur-
ing 13 bands quickly rose to a total of 29 bands, 
including Glago’s own Midnight Spaghetti & the 
Chocolate G-Strings.
“It’s really a hometown type of effort. Locals and 
JMU students put on a production for the people 
of the area,” Bill Howard, vocalist, electric guitar-
ist and manager of The Judy Chops said. “It’s like 
a reunion every year. It’s like being able to party 
with your friends all night and watch amazing per-
formances all night and to see how your friends 
have progressed.”
In support of the community, the festival stress-
es its independent roots on both the corporate and 
musical levels.
“It’s fully and fiercely DIY,” John Charlet, lead 
vocalist and trumpeter of Murphy’s Kids said. “No 
rockstars, no $10 bottles of water, no 
bulls---; there are no sponsors and no 
one advertising to you all weekend 
like at so many other festivals.  You’re 
really alone with the music and the 
community that is there to hear it.”
The organic feel of Spaghettifest 
was a foremost priority in Glago’s 
vision.
“We are the most independent 
musical festival in the area and the 
truest music experience,” Glago said. 
“Our goal is for people to come at 
least once or stumble upon it. If you 
experience it, you’ll know that we’re 
a culture of our own. We feel privileged and excited 
to show and invite people into a circle and family of 
a network of artists.”
Spaghettifest will be open tomorrow through 
Sunday in Broadway. Tickets are $60 or $70 at the 
door. All tickets include a parking and camping area.
CONTACT Joanna Morelli at 
morelljr@dukes.jmu.edu.
“You’re really 
alone with the 
music and the 
community that is 
there to hear it.”
John Charlet
Murphy’s Kids
FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 27
DR HOW — 2:30 P.M.
JOHN LEE — 3:45 P.M.
DJ RYAN SLOCUM — 4:00 P.M.
BRIAN ELIJAH SMITH — 4:30 P.M.
SUPERSYLUM — 5:15 P.M.
CHRIS HALL — 5:30 P.M.
THE TRANSMITTERS — 6:00 P.M.
THE HOUND DOG FAMILY BAND — 6:45 P.M.
6 TRACK AMATEUR — 7:00 P.M.
MURPHY’S KIDS — 7:30 P.M.
JAGUARDINI — 9:00 P.M.
KELLY BELL BAND — 9:30 P.M.
SCREENING OF “THIS IS SPINAL TAP” — 11:00 P.M.
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 28
 MATT JONES AND THE BOBS — 11:00 A.M.
THE VOLSTEAD AGENTS — 12:00 P.M.
STEAL THE PRIZE — 12:15 P.M.
ASHLEIGH CHEVALIER — 1:00 P.M.
THE WAVOS — 1:30 P.M.
THE DAWN DRAPES — 1:45 P.M.
FIGHT CLOUD — 2:30 P.M.
THE FIGHTING JAMESONS — 3:00 P.M.
FAT TUESDAY AND THE NEW CUSTARDS — 3:15 P.M.
FIGHT CLOUD — 4:00 P.M.
THE UNFORTUNATE SONS — 4:30 P.M.
HYE TENSION  — 5:15 P.M.
DAN CUNNINGHAM — 5:30 P.M.
CLYDE WRENN — 6:00 P.M.
PHILAPHONIX — 6:45 P.M.
SUNWUN — 7:00 P.M.
THE JUDY CHOPS — 7:30 P.M.
BARLING COLLINS — 8:30 P.M.
MIDNIGHT SPAGHETTI & THE CHOCOLATE G-STRINGS — 9:00 P.M.
BARLING COLLINS — 11:30 P.M.
 
SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 29
MAMMOTH INDIGO — 11:00 A.M.
LOST INDIAN — 12:00 P.M.
THE TRAVELIN’ HILLBILLIES — 1:15 P.M.
MICHAEL GLABICKI OF RUSTED ROOT — 2:30 P.M.
THIS IS
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NOW OPEN:
Tilted Kilt Pub & Eatery
Thevallymall.com
Over Sixty Retailers and Eateries.
APPLY TODAY
for fa 2014
STONEGATEHOUSING.COM • 540 .442.4496 • 1820 PUTTER COURT
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By WAYNE EPPS JR. 
The Breeze 
There’s been some ups and downs, but JMU has finally 
made it to the season within the season. The Dukes are now 
in conference play, and it starts with a trip to the University 
of Delaware Saturday. 
JMU is coming off its most complete performance this 
season after the 34-7 win over the University of North Caro-
lina at Charlotte, granted it is Charlotte’s inaugural season 
of football. JMU is ranked sixth in the Football Champion-
ship Subdivision in total defense, giving up 275.3 yards per 
game. Offensively, the Dukes are 28th in the country, aver-
aging 445 yards per game. 
A majority of that offensive production is coming from 
the running game (57 percent) and redshirt senior run-
ning back Dae’Quan Scott. Of JMU’s 1,009 rushing yards 
this season, 593 were gained by Scott. He’s averaging 148.2 
yards per game and is on pace to break Rodney Landers’ 
(2005-08) single-season JMU rushing yards record of 1,770 
by nine yards. 
Scott attributes a lot of his success this season to the 
offensive line, which collectively put on approximately 102 
pounds this offseason. That breaks down to about 20 pounds 
each. 
“They’re blocking great right now,” Scott said. “If it wasn’t 
for them, I wouldn’t have none of them yards, so I give all 
the credit to them. I just run the holes are open.” 
The Dukes are also averaging 81 plays per game in new 
offensive coordinator Mike O’Cain’s fast-paced, no-huddle 
offense. JMU averaged 71 plays per game last season. The 
team’s 325 total plays in its first four games sits behind only 
Stephen F. Austin State University (373), Eastern Illinois Uni-
versity (356) and Prairie View A&M University (327) in the 
FCS. 
More plays means more opportunities for Scott to run 
and, thus, more production. Another factor is the injuries 
behind him. Scott’s two immediate backups heading into 
the season, redshirt freshman Jainard Lambert and redshirt 
junior Jauan Latney, are both out. Lambert has a torn thumb 
ligament and has to wear a splint for two more weeks, while 
Latney has a dislocated kneecap and is out indefinitely. 
Scott had a career-high 35 carries against Charlotte, 
breaking his previous career-high of 32 set the week before 
at the University of Akron. Coming into this season, he had 
never rushed more than 30 times in a game. 
“The other night [against Charlotte], we snapped the ball 
so much, the weather was bad, we couldn’t throw it and the 
other guys were hurt, so I think that all added up to where 
he got a lot of carries,” head coach Mickey Matthews said. 
But the offense’s Achilles’ heel this season has been turn-
overs. JMU has fumbled the ball 10 times and lost seven of 
them, after only fumbling 10 
times and losing five all of 
last season. Also, sophomore 
quarterback Michael Bird-
song has six interceptions, 
and the team has failed on four 
of its seven fourth-down conversion 
attempts. 
“We would be a top-10 offensive team right now 
if we hadn’t turned the ball over,” Matthews said. 
“Every time you fumble the ball, you miss opportu-
nities to make yards and points. If we stop turning 
the ball over, we feel very good [about] where we are 
on offense.” 
Injury-wise, junior wide receiver DeAndre’ Smith is 
practicing this week but is going to be a game time deci-
sion as he continues to recover from an ankle injury suffered 
against Akron. Redshirt senior wide receiver Arlandis Har-
vey is out this week and possibly next after injuring his foot 
against Charlotte. 
Delaware (3-1) is allowing opponents an average of 388.8 
total offensive yards per game and has especially struggled 
at defending the pass, giving up 246.8 passing yards per 
game.  
Defensively, JMU is giving up an average of 19 points per 
game, despite the unit’s tendency to give up big plays. But 
the Dukes cut back on that against Charlotte, not allowing 
a play of more than 23 yards. 
JMU has especially shined in run defense, allowing 101.8 
rushing yards per game. The Dukes are 16th in the country 
in both average points allowed and average rushing yards 
allowed per game. 
“We need to continue to defend the run really well,” Mat-
thews said. “That’ll be tested, because [Delaware is] really 
big up front, they can run the ball.” 
Delaware is averaging 214.8 rushing yards per game — 
eighth in the country. 
Redshirt senior linebacker Stephon Robertson, who leads 
the team in tackles with 45, attributes the defensive success 
to about 45 minutes a day of film study during the week.
“Film. Film, film, film and lots more studying film,” said 
Robertson, who is the Colonial Athletic Association Defen-
sive Player of the Week. “Honestly, this is probably the most 
disciplined team. It probably won’t show because of all the 
penalties. But our success shows through the film and our 
hard work on the field … We run to the ball. We got good 
hustling skills. Everybody’s hungry.” 
On paper, Delaware may have one of the best offenses 
the Dukes will see all season. The Blue Hens are 16th in the 
country in total offense, averaging 472.8 yards per game. 
Delaware has scored a combined 149 points in its first four 
games and is 3-0 at home. 
 
After 
its best 
show-
ing of the 
year thus far 
against Char-
lotte, giving up the 
least amount of yards 
all season (231), JMU’s 
defense is aware of what 
needs to happen for a repeat 
performance in Newark. 
“More turnovers, more sack 
production and more hard hits 
is what we basically need to get 
this thing going,” Robertson said. 
By Sunday, all of the teams in the 
CAA except for the University of New 
Hampshire will have played a conference game. Last sea-
son, JMU finished 5-3 in-conference. 
But Old Dominion University is gone, now a member of 
Conference USA. ODU would’ve won the CAA last season 
with a 7-1 conference record, going 11-2 overall, but was 
ineligible because of its conference move. 
The conference is now wide open. 
“It’s up for grabs,” Matthews said. “Everyone’s really close 
right now.”  
The Dukes kickoff Saturday at 7:00 p.m. at Delaware 
and the game will be broadcast on Comcast SportsNet. 
CONTACT Wayne Epps Jr. at 
breezesports@gmail.com.
COMMENTARY
A winning drought doesn’t adequately 
describe what the Pirates have gone through. 
Rock bottom could work. Maybe a black hole 
of success. Regardless of what you want to call 
it, the Pirates haven’t had a winning record for 
21 years straight, without fail. It seemed like it 
was never going to end after last year’s hor-
rific collapse, but earlier 
this week, the haunt-
ed team finally pulled 
through to clinch at 
least a wild-card berth 
in the playoffs.
Twenty-one years 
is a long time for any-
thing, but sometimes 
it’s nice to put things 
in perspective — the 
perspective of just how long the Pirates were 
nothing but a punchline. Here’s what the world 
looked like going into October 1992.
Boyz II Men continued its dominance 
of the charts.
It’s impossible to make one of these lists 
without laughing at what our parents were 
listening to at the time. The beginning of the 
playoffs season featured the soothing sounds 
of Boyz II Men’s magnum opus “End of the 
Road.” I actually had to do a double-take when 
I saw how incredibly ironic this was. The song 
that is accompanied by every stereotypi-
cal turning of the tide in someone’s life was 
the anthem of U.S. radio the very second the 
Pirates’ pitfall into irrelevance began. 
The lyrics are just too accurate for it to be 
a coincidence. 
“Said we’d be forever … [playoffs]. Said it’d 
never die … [winning].”
Barry Bonds had more steals than 
home runs.
About 20 years and three hat sizes ago, 
Barry Bonds was already making his run as 
one of the greatest players of all time. Howev-
er, it wasn’t just for his stadium-clearing home 
runs that we know him for today — among 
other things, of course. During his stay in 
Pittsburgh, the once 185-pound Bonds tore 
up his opponents in just about every facet of 
the game. 
Entering the 1992 playoffs, Bonds had just 
capped his second MVP season, hitting 36 
homers and stealing 39 bases. He also added 
in his third consecutive Gold Glove. While 
Bonds was beginning his legacy as the most 
complete player in baseball history, his time 
in Pittsburgh didn’t last much longer. Bonds’ 
failed throw home to beat the now-legendary 
slide by Braves first baseman Sid Bream in the 
National League Championship Series would 
be his final play in yellow and black before 
moving to San Francisco. I think we all know 
the rest of the story.
The majority of current JMU students 
didn’t exist.
In 1992, the last game of the Pirates’ regular 
season ended on Oct. 5. This isn’t a case where 
most of us maybe weren’t fans or we were just 
too young to remember. Save most of the 
senior class and some lucky juniors, most of 
this campus wasn’t even born yet. The Pirates 
have lasted a full generation without coming 
even close to anything resembling success. 
Even one of their current starting pitchers, 
rookie Gerrit Cole, was probably throwing fits 
and speaking in tongues at age 2 when Barry 
missed that throw. 
Neither did the Baltimore Ravens.
JMU’s favorite sports franchise was but 
a twinkle in the eye of the collapsing Cleve-
land Browns organization in 1992. The Ravens 
would come into existence a few years later in 
1996, a year after the foundation of the Jack-
sonville Jaguars and Carolina Panthers. It took 
the Ravens only four years to bring the city of 
Baltimore its first championship since Johnny 
Unitas. The Florida Marlins, founded in 1993, 
were able to put together a World Series run 
in only four years as well. Add in Super Bowl 
XXXV and the 2003 World Series, and that’s 
four championships before the Pirates could 
even smell a winning record.
Email was the newest tech craze.
There are many technological feats that 
we can reference within the last 21 years, but 
I think a technology that is almost second 
nature in our society would give the most per-
spective. Email was not a brand new system in 
the ’90s, but its explosion shaped the way we 
think of communication in the 21st century. 
Maybe the Pirates didn’t jump on the band-
wagon quick enough. What if they were too 
busy paging young prospects instead of email-
ing them or calling them on their cellphones 
this entire time? It honestly wouldn’t surprise 
me. Maybe we can ask the owner through AIM.
For all the crap that Pirates fans have had 
to put up with through this stretch of hor-
rendous play, few fans and teams deserve 
a chance at this year’s title as much as they 
do. If you see a Pirates fans walking around 
campus, do the right thing. Give them a nice 
pat on the back. Buy them a drink. Wipe the 
tears from their eyes. They’ve finally made 
it to the End of the Road … of utter failure. 
Dylan Garner is a senior media arts 
& design major. Contact Dylan at 
garnercd@dukes.jmu.edu. 
Dylan Garner 
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Serving James Madison University Since 1922
Time to shift into gear 
FOOTBALL (3-1)
JMU embarks on conference 
play with trip to Delaware Saturday
A look back at what the world was like the last time the Pirates were in the playoffs
Loserz II Winners 
Weekly  
analysis 
and 
reaction.  
Watch Breeze 
Sportscenter at
breezejmu.org. 
DAE’QUAN
SCOTT
59 percent of 
JMU’s total 
yards this season
35 carries
593 yards
5 rushing
touchdowns
148.2 yards 
per game
UPDATES FROM DELAWARE
Follow us on Twitter @TheBreezeSports.
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OPPURTUNITY
By ERIK ZEBERLEIN
contributing writer
 
The JMU women’s tennis team might have 
graduated three seniors last year, but that doesn’t 
mean it will be lacking leadership this season.
The Dukes lost Katherine Bulling, Megan Dou-
glass and Michelle Nguyen, but both of last year’s 
captains, seniors Ruxandra Andriescu and Jac-
queline Palmucci, are returning. Sophomore 
Cara Wirth will be joining Andriescu as a team 
captain this year.
Palmucci doesn’t seem phased about losing 
three seniors because this team is “pretty deep” 
from top to bottom.
“I would say this year is even better than last 
year just because we have such a strong team,” 
Palmucci said.
Head coach Maria Malerba, however, is taking 
a more cautious approach.
“For a team of eight to lose three is huge,” 
Malerba said. 
Malerba’s solution: Bring in a recruiting class 
that rivals any other in the nation. The freshman 
trio of Emily Bradshaw, Alex Huie and Rachel 
Nelson was recognized with an honorable men-
tion from the Tennis Recruiting Network as one 
of the best mid-major recruiting classes for 2013-
14. Had the TRN taken into account Sarah Khan, 
a redshirt junior transfer from the University of 
New Mexico, JMU might’ve received even more 
votes. 
If last week’s performance at the Liberty Fall 
Classic is any indication, the team is headed in 
the right direction. During that tournament, the 
players played in separate brackets called Flights. 
Both Huie and junior Taylor Pinchoff were 
entered in the No. 1 Flight, finishing second and 
third, respectively. They then teamed up to win 
the Flight 1 doubles championship. Meanwhile, 
Nelson won the singles Flight 4 and Andriescu 
won Flight 7.
“I thought the tournament was really fun,” 
said Bradshaw, who won the Flight 3 consola-
tion bracket. “It was a great experience for me to 
get used to the college atmosphere and get back 
into the match mentality.”
The fact that the freshmen performed so well 
did not come as a surprise to Malerba, who 
said this team has more depth than she can 
ever remember working with in her 38 years of 
coaching.
“There’s hardly any difference when you look 
at the top of the lineup to the bottom of the line-
up,” Malerba said. “That’s how strong they are.”
Though the freshmen are talented, there’s still 
the question of whether or not their raw ability 
will hold the team back. But the transfer Khan 
and the other veteran players can make up for 
their inexperience.
“I was trying not to have an overly young team 
… [by bringing in a transfer student] I was just 
trying to balance out the classes a little more,” 
Malerba said.
The answer to that question is likely to come in 
the next few months while the team tries to knead 
out its lineup. Pinchoff is expected to retain her 
spot atop the singles lineup, but after that every-
one is battling for position, according to Malerba. 
The team is also trying out combinations for its 
doubles teams, and all new pairings seem to be 
a possibility.
The next test for these women is the Hokie Fall 
Invite, which starts tomorrow. Malerba expects 
much stiffer competition this week. The invi-
tational will give her a chance to try out new 
doubles combinations again.
 “Tennis is traditionally a spring sport, so the 
fall is about getting your lineup, getting your dou-
bles teams,” Malerba said. “That’s the good thing 
about these tournaments, is you get to see them 
in a competitive situation and see how they work 
together … That’s what the fall is for.”
CONTACT Erik Zeberlein at 
zeberles@dukes.jmu.edu.
Ruxandra Andriescu is one of the returning captains this year and one of the team’s two seniors. 
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Women’s tennis is seeing results throughout roster 
Dukes’ lineup deep 
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Madison
Munchies
Call about this 
space today!
(540) 568-6127
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Classifieds
Wanted
Gymnastics instruc-
tors: Harrisonburg Parks 
& Recreation is looking for 
gymnastics instructors for 
Monday & Wednesday after-
noons. Call 540-433-9168 for 
more info. 
aFtEr scHooL cHiLD-
carE...Great kids need a 
little help with homework, 
rides, light help with snacks/
laundry. Good pay! Text/Call 
or email 540-820-5730 or 
randallnutter,comcast.net
China Express
$2.50 OFF 
PURCHASE OF $20 OR MORE
-SUPER COMBO ONLY $7.35-
FREE DELIVERY (540) 568-9899
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